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RADO'S THEOREM FOR THE LOEB SPACE

OF AN INTERNAL »-FINITELY ADDITIVE MEASURE SPACE

BOSKO 2IVALJEVIC

(Communicated by Andreas R. Blass)

Abstract. A version of Rado's theorem about the existence of a family of sub-

sets of a given family of sets combinatorially similar to another family of sets is

proved for the Loeb space of an internal «-finitely additive measure space. As

a corollary we obtain the Loeb measured case of the result of B. Bollobas and

N. Th. Varopoulos about the existence of a family of mutually disjoint mea-

surable subsets of the given family of measurable sets, having the prescribed

measure.

The aim of this paper is to prove a version of R. Rado's theorem for the

Loeb space of an internal »-finitely additive measure space.

In 1937 R. Rado proved (see [Ra]) an extension of P. Hall's theorem (see

[Ha]) about the existence of distinct representatives of a finite family of finite

sets. He replaced "number of elements of a set" by a general measure func-

tion and instead of selecting single elements from each member of a family

he selected subsets combinatorially similar to a given family of sets (see the

definition below). Although Rado's theorem deals with a very general measure

function taking values in a general linearly ordered set, it seems to be restricted

by the assumption of finiteness of the family of sets in question. Here, using the

finite form of Rado's theorem, we extend Rado's theorem to an infinite number

of measurable sets for the class of Loeb spaces of internal *-finitely additive

measure spaces.

We assume that the reader is familiar with basic facts of nonstandard anal-

ysis. For the necessary definitions and elementary properties of a nonstandard

universe refer to [StBa] or [HuLo].

Let Jf = (Q, Z, ß) be an internal, nonatomic, »-finitely additive measure

space, that is, Q is an internal set, I a *-algebra of internal subsets of Q, and

ß a »-finitely additive measure on X. Nonatomic means that for every element

A G I with ß(A) not being infinitesimal, there exists a set ÄsZ with B C A
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and ß(B) not infinitely close to p(A). For example, Í2 can be a hyperfinite set,

X the »-algebra of all internal subsets of Q, and ß a counting measure defined

as ß(A) = \A/H\, where H is some hyperfinite integer. To Jf (see [Lo]) we

can associate a standard, complete measure space L(Jf) = (Q, L(L), L(p)),

called the Loeb space of Jf, where L(L) is a standard er-algebra of subsets of

Q and L(ß) is a standard rj-additive measure on L(L) extending the standard

measure st o ß, st being the standard part map. The elements of L(X) are

called Loeb measurable sets.

A positive boolean polynomial ß(xx, ... , xn) is a term on the language

{n, U}. In other words, we define every letter xi (i = 1, 2, ...) to be a

positive boolean polynomial, and if a and ß are positive boolean polynomi-

als then (an ß) and (aUji) are also positive boolean polynomials. Also, an

expression is a positive boolean polynomial if and only if it is obtained by the

above procedure. Here, as usual, " U " and " n " are symbols for union and

intersection respectively.

Given two families (Mf)i€A and (N¡)ieA of Loeb measurable sets, we say

that they are combinatorially similar if

L(ß)(a(Mi)) = L(ß)(a(Ni))

for every positive boolean polynomial a. Here, a(M¡) and a(N¡) are the

results of substituting the letter x¡ in the positive boolean polynomial a by the

sets Mt and N¡ respectively. The same definition applies if the measure L(ß)

is replaced by an abstract set function and, in particular, by a countably additive

measure. In the last case we formulate an instance of Rado's aforementioned

theorem.

Theorem [Ra]. Let S? = (S^ni=x  and ^ = (Tt)nM  be two finite families of

measurable sets of finite measure in a nonatomic measure space (X ,Jf, m).

There exists a family % = (C^)"=J of measurable sets combinatorially similar to

the family ST such that Ui ç Si for every i = 1, ... , n if and only if

m(a(Si)) > m(a(Ti))

for every positive boolean polynomial a.

Now we state and prove our result.

Theorem I. Let (M()i€A and (A^-)ieA be two families of Loeb measurable sets

of finite measure, and suppose that the nonstandard universe is max{|A|+ , co0}

saturated. There exists a family (^,)(eA of Loeb measurable subsets of Mi,

H¡ ç M¡  (i g A) combinatorially similar to (N¡)ieA if and only if

(1) L(ß)(a(Mi))>L(ß)(a(Ni))

for every positive boolean polynomial a.

Proof. Let condition ( 1 ) be satisfied. If the index set A is finite then the result

follows from Rado's theorem [Ra]. Assume that A is infinite.
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Suppose first that M¡ = A¡, N¡ = 5( (/ G A) are internal. Let e C A be

a finite subset of A. Using Rado's theorem there exists a sequence of Loeb

measurable subsets of Ai (i G e) combinatorially similar to B¡ (i G e). For

each Loeb measurable set M of finite measure there exists an internal set A

with L(ß)(MAA) - 0. Also, if L( (i g A) is a family of Loeb measurable

sets and Et (i € A) is a family of internal sets with L(p)(LjAE¡) = 0, and a

a positive boolean polynomial then

L(ß)(a(Li))=L(ß)(a(Ei)).

So, for a given finite e ç A there exists a sequence E¡ (i G e) of internal

subsets of A¡, such that (Et)i€e and (B¡)i€e are combinatorially similar.

For an arbitrary finite subset e C A,a natural number n G co and a finite set

F of positive boolean polynomials let &~(e, n, F) be the set of all sequences

Dx, ... , Dm of m (= \e\) internal sets satisfying

ß(Dl\Al)<l/n       (i Ge);

ß(a(Di)Aa(Bi)) < 1/n       (i Ge,  a G F).

Between triples (e, n, F) we can introduce a natural ordering x as

(e,n,F)<(f,m,G)

if and only if e C f, n < m , F ç G.
Let us extend a function 9~ to an internal function. The existence of such

an extension is guaranteed by |A|+ saturation. Then, again by |A|+ satura-

tion, there exists a triple (h,v, A) such that (e, n, F) ^ (h, v, A) for every

standard triple (e,n,F) and such that (2) is satisfied for (h,v, A). Let H¡

(i G A) be the elements of A with standard indices. Then,

fiÇR^Klfv       (i G A),

ß(a(Hl)Aa(Bl))<\lu        (ÍGA,aGP),

where P is the set of all positive boolean polynomials. That means that if we

define Hi = H¡ nA¡ (i G A) then the family (fl,)í€A will be combinatorially

similar to the family (Bt)i€A .

Finally, if (Mi)i€A and (Af¡);6A are arbitrary Loeb measurable sets the claim

follows from the fact that we can take (A¿)i€A and (Bt)i€A internal with

L(ß)((MiAAi)) = L(ß)((NiABi)) = 0

and apply the first half of the proof.   D

In [BoV] the authors proved the following result using a variant of P. Hall's

theorem and the Krein-Milman theorem.

Theorem [BoV]. Given any nonatomic measure space (X, s/ , m), a family M¿

(i G A) of measurable sets of finite measure in sé and a family ai   (i G A) of

real numbers, there exists a family Nt   (i G I) of disjoint measurable sets in sé

such that

N¡CM¡,       m(Ni)^ai       (i G A)
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if and only if

m(üM)^Zai
\i€e       / 16e

for every finite subset e ç A.

It is not known to me if a result similar to one we proved in Theorem I is

still true for an arbitrary, nonatomic measure space. Also, if such a statement is

indeed valid, it is not obvious that the result of Bollobas and Varopoulos is its

consequence. However, we shall now prove that, in the case of the Loeb space,

the above result is indeed a consequence of our Theorem I. First, we need the

following lemma that was noticed before by many authors (see [LaRo]), and

whose proof we give here for the sake of completeness. We suppose that our

nonstandard universe is max{|A|+, co0} saturated.

Lemma. Let A¡  (i G A) be an infinite sequence of internal sets from X of L(ß)

measure zero. Then, Ul6A ̂ , & of L(ß) measure zero.

Proof. Let e > 0 be a given and standard real number. For a finite e ç A let

Fe = ¡AGZ: \jAtçA, ß(A) < e\ .

Then, the family Fe (e G [A] n), where [A]fin is the set of all finite subsets of

A, possesses the finite intersection property and is of cardinality |A|. Therefore,

by |A|+ saturation, there exists

a g n Fe.
ee[A]fin

We have \Ji€AAi ç A and ß(A) < e , so U¡€a^¡ *s °f ^(<") measure < e . As

e is arbitrary U¡eA^¡ is °f L(ß) measure 0.   D

Corollary. Suppose that our nonstandard universe is max{|A|+, co0} saturated

and let Mi (i g A) be a sequence of Loeb measurable sets of finite measure in

LÇL). Let a¡ (i e A) be a sequence of positive real numbers. Then, there exists

a sequence N¡ (i G A) of disjoint Loeb measurable sets such that N¡ ç Mi and

L(p)(N¡) = a{   (i G A), if and only if

(3) L(ß)(\jM)>Y^
\i£e       J        i€e

for every finite e ç A.

Proof. Let Hi (i € A) be a sequence of mutually disjoint Loeb measurable

sets in L(X) with L(ß)(Hj) — ai (i G A). Then, condition (3) implies that

condition (1) of Theorem I is satisfied for the sequences (M¡)ieA and (#,),eA .

Therefore, by Theorem I, there exists a sequence N¡ (i G A) of Loeb sets

combinatorially similar to (•f^;)/6A and such that N{ ç M¡   (i G A).   That
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means that L(p)(N¡ n N¡) = 0 for every distinct i, j G A and L(p)(N¡) =

ai (i G A). Let Ai (i G A) be a sequence of internal sets from X with

L(ß)(AiÄNi) = 0 (/ € A). Then, L(ß)(At n /! ■) = 0 for every two distinct

/, j € A. By our lemma, the sets Bi = A^IJj^Aj) are mutually disjoint

and L(ß) measurable with L(ß)(BjANi) = 0 (¡eA). Therefore, if we put

N( — N¡ n Mi   (i G A) we shall obtain a desired family of sets.   D
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